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Masterclass:
Andrea Neville
shows you how to
use stencils AND
make your own!

stencils

tencils are a fast and
easy way to add a
special touch to your
cards or craft projects. They
can help you get the look and

S

How to... make your own stencil

Draw your image in pencil onto
white paper.
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style you want even if you
can’t draw a straight line with
a ruler. Stencils are made
from a thick plastic that can be
used with paint, spray inks,
modelling paste, pens for
doodling or other mediums,

Outline the image neatly using a
black pen.

2

Andrea Neville

and if you flip the stencil you
reverse the image. Stencils
allow you to reproduce a
pattern or design over and over
again, as many times as you
like. They’re a versatile addition
to your craft stash, and if you

Tape the paper down onto a
cutting board.
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make your own they are a
very cheap tool that can help
you to create some absolutely
beautiful effects on your cards.
To make your own stencil,
first you need to choose the
image you would like to
feature – this could be a drawn
image, a computer printout or
a stamped image. Cutting your
own stencils does require a
little patience but is easy and
rewarding, and with a few
simple supplies you’ll soon
be building your own stencil
library. If you want to make

this process a lot easier you
can simply die-cut a shape out
of thick acetate or plastic. In
preparation for cutting the
stencil, use a few pieces of
low-tack tape to secure the
printout of the stencil design
to the piece of acetate along
the edges so that it doesn’t
slip when you start cutting the
stencil. Position the design so
there is a border of acetate at
least 1” (2.5cm) around the
whole design. Now you’re
ready to start cutting the
stencil. Using a sharp craft

Tape plastic or thick acetate over the
top of the image.

4

knife, start cutting out the
shape. A blunt blade makes
the task more difficult, and
increases the risk that you’ll
get frustrated and less careful
with it. When cutting, your free
hand should always be above
the cutting blade – this will
prevent your hand from
accidentally getting cut if the
blade slips. Begin cutting along
the longest, straightest edges
of the stencil design as these
are the easiest. Your aim is to
cut each line once only, so
press firmly and smoothly.

Cut out the image with a cutting blade
starting with the intricate central parts.

5

Use your free hand to stop
the acetate and stencil from
moving off the cutting board,
but keep your fingers well
away from where you’re
cutting. Turn the stencil around
so you’re always cutting at a
comfortable angle. As you’ve
taped the design to the
acetate, it won’t move out of
place. Once you’ve cut out the
whole design, tidy up any
rough edges (so paint doesn’t
get caught up in these), and
this gives you your very own
reusable custom stencil.

Your template is now ready to use on
your projects!

6
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I’ll always have
time for you
You’ll need
3white 16.5x19cm card blank
3white, purple & black cardstock
3clock stencil (page 70)
3Soft Purple Imagination
Crafts Sparkle Medium
3palette knife
3computer & printer

Step by step
Spread Sparkle Medium
over the clock template
onto a 13.5x17cm piece of
black cardstock and allow
to dry.
Matt this panel onto purple
cardstock then fix to the
card front.
Print a sentiment onto
white cardstock and tear
into a strip. Attach below the
clock to finish.

1

20
MINUTES

You’ll need
3white 18x18.5cm card blank
3Stampers Anonymous Studio
490 Brick Wall stencil
3purple, orange, red, black
& white cardstock
3orange, red & white PanPastels
3fixative
3Stampotique Minky Girl stamp
3Letraset ProMarkers
3Tuxedo Black Memento ink
3sewing machine

Step by step
Stamp the image onto white
cardstock, colour in using
ProMarkers and cut out.
Secure the stencil to a
12.5x15.5cm piece of black
cardstock and apply PanPastels
through to create the brick wall
effect. Remove the stencil and
seal with fixative.
Place the wording stencil
over the wall and apply
white PanPastel through to
form your sentiment. Seal
using fixative.
Stitch around the edges of
this panel. Matt onto red
cardstock then orange
cardstock with stitched edges.
Cover the card front with
purple cardstock leaving a
narrow border, then add the
brick wall panel.
Attach the image to the right
of the sentiment to finish.

1
2
3
4
5
6
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30
MINUTES

Best friends forever

2
3
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You’ll need
3white 17.5cm-square card blank
3Stampers Anonymous Studio
490 3 Fresh Flowers stencil
3blue, yellow, orange
& white cardstock
3buttons
3beads
3Pastel Green Imagination
Crafts Sparkle Medium

3green PanPastels
3Ranger Glossy Accents
3computer & printer
3sewing machine

Step by step
Draw around the daisy
stencil twice onto white
cardstock, cut out, layer together

1

How to... create a daffodil topper

Draw around the petal stencil onto yellow
cardstock using a pencil and cut out.

1

Grow with beauty
and top with a button. Repeat
to create two more daisies.
Stitch around the edges of a
14.5cm-square piece of blue
cardstock, then create stalks
using the stencil, Sparkle
Medium and PanPastels.
Matt this panel onto orange
then yellow cardstock with

2
3

Cut a 1x5cm strip of orange cardstock,
place double-sided tape on one end and
attach to the other end to form a tube.

2

45
MINUTES

stitched edges, then secure
to the card front.
Create two daffodils as
shown below, then attach to
the stalks along with the daisies.
Print a sentiment onto
white cardstock, cut into a
strip and affix along with two
buttons to finish.

4
5

Attach this tube in the centre of the petals
using Glossy Accents. Fill the centre of the
tube with Glossy Accents and yellow beads.

3
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30
MINUTES

Twinkle
twinkle

You’ll need
3white 18cm-square
card blank
3acetate
3black, yellow, blue
& white cardstock
3Diamond Imagination
Crafts Sparkle Medium
3star punch
3sewing machine
3computer & printer

Step by step
Create a stencil by
punching a star from
thick acetate, then use
this to apply stars to a
14cm-square piece of
black cardstock using
Sparkle Medium.
Print a sentiment
onto white cardstock,
cut out the letters and
secure to the star panel.
Stitch around the
edges of this panel,
then matt onto yellow
and blue cardstock also
with stitched edges.
Affix to the card front.

1
2
3

is more – don’t overload a
tip Less
stencil with too much paint as it
will seep under the edges of the stencil

You’ll need
3white 18.5x18cm card blank
3Stampers Anonymous Studio
490 Large Heart stencil
3black, blue, pink & white cardstock
3Candy Floss Imagination Crafts
Sparkle Medium
3chipboard wings
3black pen
3clock template (page 70)
3computer & printer
3sewing machine

Step by step
Spread Sparkle Medium
through the heart stencil
onto black cardstock, allow
to dry then cut out.
Create a clock stencil as shown
on page 24. Draw around the
stencil onto white cardstock using
a black pen, cut out and attach over
the heart. Secure the wings under
the heart.
Stitch around the edges of a
13.5x12.5cm piece of blue
cardstock, matt onto pink cardstock
with stitched edges then black
cardstock and secure to the card
front. Add the topper.
Print a sentiment onto white
cardstock, cut out the letters
individually and fix in place to finish.

1
2
3
4

45
MINUTES
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45
MINUTES

We’ll be friends

You’ll need

Step by step

3white 16.5x17cm card blank
3Stampers Anonymous
Studio 490 Dots &
Stripes Borders stencil
3brown, pink, blue
& white cardstock
3Aqua Sea Imagination
Crafts Sparkle Medium
3sewing machine
3computer & printer
3pink buttons
3Ranger Stickles glitter glue

1

Stitch around the edges
of a 14.5cm-square piece
of pink cardstock. Spread
Sparkle Medium through the
stencil to create the candles,
then apply glitter glue for the
flames and allow to dry.
Stitch along the top and
bottom of an 11.5x6cm
piece of brown cardstock,
apply Sparkle Medium and

2

glitter glue for the jam and
cream and allow to dry.
Secure below the candles.
Matt this panel onto
blue cardstock with
stitched edges and attach
to the card front.
Print out a sentiment, cut
into strips and position
above and below the cake.
Add buttons to finish.

3
4

get better results by
tip You’ll
applying two thin coats rather
than one thick one. Wait for the first
to dry before applying the second
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Forever friends
You’ll need
3white 17x18.4cm card blank
3Stampers Anonymous Studio
490 Large Heart stencil
3red, yellow, black
& white cardstock
3Diamond Imagination
Crafts Sparkle Medium
3computer & printer
3sewing machine

Step by step
Place the heart stencil onto
a 12.5x15cm piece of red
cardstock, spread Sparkle
Medium off the edges and
allow to dry.
Stitch along the inside of
the heart and down the
centre as shown.
Matt this panel onto yellow
cardstock with stitched
edges then black cardstock,
and fix to the card front.
Print your sentiment onto
white cardstock, cut out
the letters individually and fix
in place to finish.

1
2
3
4

30
MINUTES

No words
You’ll need
3white 17cm-square card blank
3Stampers Anonymous Studio 490
Funky Words & Classic Words stencils
3purple, black & white cardstock
3Diamond Imagination Crafts
Sparkle Medium
3pink buttons
3sewing machine
3computer & printer
33D foam pads

Step by step
Stitch around the edges of a
14x13.5cm piece of pink cardstock,
then create a wording background by
applying Sparkle Medium through the
stencils. Allow to dry.
Matt this panel onto black
cardstock then fix to the card front.
Print out a sentiment, trim to shape
then attach using 3D foam pads.
Add buttons in the corners to finish.

1

20
MINUTES

Stockists
n Imagination Crafts Sparkle Medium is
available from www.imaginationcrafts.co.uk
n PanPastels are available from
www.greatart.co.uk
30
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n Stampotique stamps are available
from www.thestampattic.co.uk
n To find your local stockist of
Creative Expressions products, visit
www.creative-expressions.uk.com

2
3

hairspray
tip Cheap
can be used
as an alternative to
fixative for PanPastels
to prevent smudging

